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Introduction

The symbolic computation package AXIOM provides a high level programming language with
several advantages for the coding of new mathematical structures and for manipulating with
them� In this sense it could be said to make a contribution to �structural computation�� This
term re�ects how the development of computation has paralleled that of mathematics� with�
in turn� numbers� symbols� and now structures�

The advantages which AXIOM has in developing the coding of mathematical structures
are�

� The code is nearer than in other programs to standard mathematical practice�

� The language is strongly typed and object oriented�

� The internal representation of objects is chosen by the user�

� The output form is chosen by the user�

� There is a large range of inbuilt mathematical packages and structures which are avail�
able to link in with new ones�

� The code is compiled� which makes for e	ciency� speed and power�

� There is a convenient Hyperdoc system which gives relational information on existing
code and is therefore helpful for the construction of new code�

On the other hand� it is not easy to get started by oneself in writing AXIOM code� We hope
therefore that this account will be helpful to those interested in using the system�

Structures in AXIOM are formed using what AXIOM calls �categories� and �domains��
It is in the construction of domains that the real work of programming AXIOM takes place�
A domain is a type which de
nes a collection of exported symbols� which may denote types�
constants and functions�

Categories in AXIOM are not categories in the sense now usual in mathematics� and which
we also require in this paper� So we will call the former �AXIOM categories�� Formally�
these are types which specify information about domains� They include for the domain the
speci
cation of the public interface� which consists of a collection of declarations for those

�
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operations which may be used by clients of the domain� A domain belongs to an AXIOM
category by assertion� For our purposes� an AXIOM categorymay be thought of as a collection
of signatures which the AXIOM domains asserted to belong to� or have� this category must
export�

We shall explain the overall structure of such programs� and illustrate this with our own
examples�

The main new concept we wish to illustrate in this paper is a distinction between �domains
of data� and �domains of terms�� and its use in the programming of certain mathematical
structures� Although this distinction is implicit in much of the programming work that has
gone into the construction of AXIOM categories and domains� we believe that a formalisation
of this is new� that standards and conventions are necessary and will be useful in various
other contexts� We shall show how this concept may be used for the coding of free categories
and groupoids on directed graphs�

The code for handling 
nite directed graph data see A��� allows for the input of a 
nite
set of objects� a 
nite set of arrows� and information on the source and target for each arrow�
It is important that the export from this code is a domain which has AXIOM category
SetCategory� This means that the signatures allowed for the objects produced are principally
�equality�� That is� in the programming for this data� we have to specify when two 
nite
directed graph data are equal�

To proceed to the free category and free groupoid on a given 
nite directed graph� G� say�
we need to construct� from the data of G� an object with signatures of a more complicated
kind� namely

object�� arrow�� source� target�

These are the signatures belonging to the new AXIOM category DirectedGraphCategory see
A����

This change of view can be seen as moving from a view external to the graph to a view
internal to the graph� Alternatively� we see the �terms� of the new object to be precisely the
objects and arrows of the graph G� It is these �terms� which are used as the starting point
in the construction of free categories and groupoids�

We thus develop another program which turns an object with the data of a 
nite directed
graph to a �domain of terms� of that 
nite directed graph� which has the signatures mentioned
above�

The notion of free groupoid F G� on a directed graph G is important for various ma�
nipulations of graphs� since the elements of F G� are essentially the paths of G� The dis�
tinction between domains of data and terms is necessary because we wish to construct the
free category and the free groupoid on any domain of terms� which has AXIOM category
DirectedGraphCategory� where the �terms� in the domain may or may not come from a �do�
main of data�� One advantage of this procedure is iteration� any groupoid� and in particular
the free groupoid� is of AXIOM category DirectedGraphCategory� and so the FreeGroupoid
construction can be applied to that� and so on�

The implementation of the free category on a directed graph is expected to be useful
because its terms are what is needed for the basic compositions of category theory� In any
case� it is a basic construction in mathematics� generalising the free monoid on a set�
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� What the programs do

��� ccat�as� Some new AXIOM categories

This 
le de
nes the new AXIOM categories that are used in hierarchical order�

� DirectedGraphCategory

� Re�exiveDirectedGraphCategory

� CatCategory

� GroupoidCategory

For each of these� there is a set of signatures which de
nes the operations allowable on
objects of this type� Some of these signatures are basic and some are deduced� For example�
CatCategory allows for a composition of a list of arrows� which is deduced in the standard
way from the composition of two arrows�

��� fdirgdata�as� The domain of data FiniteDirectedGraphData�O�A�

The 
le contains the code for constructing the domain of 
nite directed graph data� A
domain is a special type which comes with its own operations� i� e� an object in the sense of
object oriented programming� The de
nition of the domain is actually a so�called �domain
constructor�� that is a domain depending on parameters to be speci
ed by the user at runtime�
In this case there are two parameters� the type of the objects and the type of the arrows�
AXIOM will construct the corresponding domain at runtime and then it is the turn of the
user again to construct speci
c data objects and bring them into action by means of the
operations exported by the new domain�

Here is some AXIOM printout illustrating this�

��� ��FDGD �� FiniteDirectedGraphData�Integer�Symbol�

��� FiniteDirectedGraphData�Integer�Symbol�

Type� Domain

�	� ��g �� makeGraphData�set
��	���� set
a�b�c�d��



a���	��
b�	����
c������
d��������FDGD

�	� 
���	�����a�b�c��
a���	��
b�	����
c������
d������

Type� FiniteDirectedGraphData�Integer�Symbol�
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��� ��setOfObjects�g�

��� ���	���

Type� Set Integer

The chosen types for objects and arrows are Integer and Symbol� respectively� AXIOM
constructs FDGD� and the user produces g by calling makeGraphData from FDGD� Note
how AXIOM keeps the user informed about types� The output form in ��� for example the
notation �a������ is determined by the user in setting up the domain resp� domain constructor�
see A�� lines �� � ����

��	 fdirg�as� The domain of terms FiniteDirectedGraph�O�A�g�

This domain constructor depends on three parameters� a type O for objects� a type A for
arrows and an object g of type FiniteDirectedGraphData�O�A�� The domain G �� FiniteDi�
rectedGraph�O�A�g� which is constructed out of O� A� and g� is a domain of terms� of AXIOM
category DirectedGraphCategory� This means that if something has type G� then we can
apply to it the operations object�� arrow�� source� and target�� and for two arrows� we can
determine if they are composable cf� A����

��� ��G �� FiniteDirectedGraph�Integer�Symbol�g�

���

FiniteDirectedGraph�Integer�Symbol�
BRACEAGGLST�	��BRACEAGGLSTabc�BRACKETCO

NCATa���	�BRACKETCONCATb�	���BRACKETCONCATc������BRACKETCONCATd������

Type� Domain

��� ��a� �� makeArrow�a��G

��� 
a���	�

Type� FiniteDirectedGraph�Integer�Symbol�
BRACE�AGGLST � 	 ���BRACE�AGGLST a

b c��BRACKET�CONCAT a � � � 	��BRACKET�CONCAT b � 	 � ���BRACKET�CONCAT c � �

� ���BRACKET�CONCAT d � � � ����

��� ��source�a��

��� �

Type� FiniteDirectedGraph�Integer�Symbol�
BRACE�AGGLST � 	 ���BRACE�AGGLST a

b c��BRACKET�CONCAT a � � � 	��BRACKET�CONCAT b � 	 � ���BRACKET�CONCAT c � �

� ���BRACKET�CONCAT d � � � ����

Here the printout of the previous section is continued� Note that the output �� contains an
internal one line description of the output form of the domain of data FiniteDirectedGraph�
Data�O�A��

��
 freec�as� The domain of terms FreeCategory�G�

The parameter of this domain constructor may be any domain G of AXIOM category Direct�
edGraphCategory� It constructs the free category on it� The terms of this domain are either
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the terms of G which satisfy object� or reduced words of arrows see lines �� � �� of freec�as
for a description of reduced words��

One way of getting to a domain of AXIOM category DirectedGraphCategory is to start
with an object g of type FiniteDirectedGraphData�O�A� and to turn it into the domain of
terms G �� FiniteDirectedGraph�O�A�g� as described above� Then we can form the free
category FreeCategory�FiniteDirectedGraph�O�A�g�� and perform computations in the free
category as follows�

��� �� F �� FreeCategory�G�

���

FreeCategory FiniteDirectedGraph�Integer�Symbol�
BRACEAGGLST�	��BRACEAGGLST

abc�BRACKETCONCATa���	�BRACKETCONCATb�	���BRACKETCONCATc�����BRACKETCONCATd

������

Type� Domain

��� ��a� �� a� �� F

��� 

a���	��

Type� FreeCategory FiniteDirectedGraph�Integer�Symbol�
BRACE�AGGLST � 	 ���BR

ACE�AGGLST a b c��BRACKET�CONCAT a � � � 	��BRACKET�CONCAT b � 	 � ���BRACKET

�CONCAT c � � � ���BRACKET�CONCAT d � � � ����

From now on the type information will be omitted unless a new type occurs��

��� �� b� �� �makeArrow�b��G� �� F

��� 

b�	����

���� ��a� � b�

���� 

a���	�
b�	����

���� ��composable��b��a��

���� false

Type� Boolean

��	� ��c� �� �makeArrow�c��G� �� F

��	� 

c������

���� ��d� �� �makeArrow�d��G� �� F

���� 

d������

���� ��abd �� a� � b� � d�
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���� 

a���	�
b�	���
d������

���� �� dddd �� d� � d� � d� � d�

�

���� 

d����� �

���� ��comp
abd�dddd�d��c��abd�d��

� 	

���� 

a���	�
b�	���
d����� 
c�����
a���	�
b�	���
d����� �

Note that words in the free category are always surrounded by square brackets� The reason
for this will appear in the next section�

��� freegpd�as� The domain of terms FreeGroupoid�G�

This domain constructor acts on a domain of AXIOM category DirectedGraphCategory in
the same way as FreeCategory�G� does� but this time produces the free groupoid onG� The

le freegpd�as is very similar to freec�as� although this time a more sophisticated algorithm is
needed to reduce words� The only di�erence in the representation of terms is that negative
exponents are allowed now� Doing constructions in the same way as in the previous section
we this time get free groupoids�

���� ��FG �� FreeGroupoid�G�

����

FreeGroupoid FiniteDirectedGraph�Integer�Symbol�
BRACEAGGLST�	��BRACEAGGLST

abc�BRACKETCONCATa���	�BRACKETCONCATb�	���BRACKETCONCATc�����BRACKETCONCATd

������

Type� Domain

���� ��ag� �� a� �� FG

���� 

a���	��

Type� FreeGroupoid FiniteDirectedGraph�Integer�Symbol�
BRACE�AGGLST � 	 ���BR

ACE�AGGLST a b c��BRACKET�CONCAT a � � � 	��BRACKET�CONCAT b � 	 � ���BRACKET

�CONCAT c � � � ���BRACKET�CONCAT d � � � ����

���� ��bg� �� �makeArrow�b��G� �� FG

���� 

b�	����

�	�� ��cg� �� �makeArrow�c��G� �� FG

�	�� 

b�	����

�	�� ��u �� comp
ag��bg��cg��
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�	�� 

a���	�
b�	���
c������

�		� ��inv�u�

�� �� ��

�		� 

c����� 
b�	��� 
a���	� �

�	�� ��u � inv�u�

�	�� �

�

Now there is a surprise� The types FreeCategory�G� and FreeGroupoid�G� have AXIOM
category DirectedGraphCategory because the set of signatures of DirectedGraphCategory
is a subset of the set of signatures of both CatCategory and GroupoidCategory�� So the
construction can be iterated� That is� we can form�

�	�� ��FG	 �� FreeGroupoid�FG�

�	��

FreeGroupoid FreeGroupoid FiniteDirectedGraph�Integer�Symbol�
BRACEAGGLST�	

��BRACEAGGLSTabc�BRACKETCONCATa���	�BRACKETCONCATb�	���BRACKETCONCATc�����B

RACKETCONCATd������

Type� Domain

�	�� ��ag	 �� ag� �� FG	

�	�� 


a���	���

Type� FreeGroupoid FreeGroupoid FiniteDirectedGraph�Integer�Symbol�
BRACE�AGG

LST � 	 ���BRACE�AGGLST a b c��BRACKET�CONCAT a � � � 	��BRACKET�CONCAT b � 	

� ���BRACKET�CONCAT c � � � ���BRACKET�CONCAT d � � � ����

�	�� ���u �� FG	� � �inv�u� �� FG	�

�� �� ��

�	�� 


a���	�
b�	���
c������

c����� 
b�	��� 
a���	� ��

�	�� ���u �� FG	� � inv�u �� FG	�

�	�� �

�

We now see the reason for the brackets round a word in the free constructions� since they
enable one to distinguish between various levels�
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� The structure of the de�nitions of AXIOM categories and

domains

The three levels of objects� domains� categories are fundamental to AXIOM� For a detailed
account see ���� Further explanations and examples are given in ��� �� �� �� �� �� ��� The
following remarks are meant as a guide through the code listed in the appendix�

A domain is a programming environment with a collection of exported constants which
can be types� functions or other things� It typically exports one type denoted �� and a
collection of related operations� Other typical features are parameters already discussed in
sections ��� � ��� above�� the internal representation type� and the output form which allows
for user controled output� A convenient but not the only way of writing the code for a domain
is the following�

�domain name� �parameters� � Exports �� Implementation where

�

Exports ��� �category� with � ��� �

Implementation ��� �parent domain� add � ����

�

Here �Exports� and �Implementation� are names of two macros which are de
ned in the
immediately following where�part� The names �Exports� and �Implementation� don�t matter�
they are immediately replaced in the process of compilation by their macro expansions� This
form is convenient because the Exports and Implementation parts can become very large
and complicated� The Exports part is a type declaration � actually the de
nition of an
Axiom category � while the Implementation part contains the code needed for the exported
operations�

AXIOM categories form an hierarchy� This is compatible with the inclusion of their col�
lections of signatures� but the actual relationship of the categories is determined by assertion�
Our hierarchy see A��� is� DirectedGraphCategory� Re�exiveDirectedGraphCategory� Cat�
Category� GroupoidCategory� AXIOM categories are also designed to include assumptions
about the operations�

A domain asserted to belong to one of these categories must export the operations declared
in the category� and these operations must satisfy the assumptions speci
ed in the category�
The domain will usually have more operations than those of the category� For example� the
domain FiniteDirectedGraph see A���� which belongs to DirectedGraphCategory� has four
additional operations see lines �������

The code in A�� � A�� is all written in the way indicated above� The with� and add�forms
re�ect the hierarchical nature of the whole AXIOM system� Categories are usually de
ned as
extensions of existing categories and the Implementation part can make use of existing code
in a �parent domain��

A typical Exports part is given by lines � � �� in A��� SetCategory is one of the standard
AXIOM categories containing signatures for equality and output form� But this doesn�t
mean that FiniteDirectedGraphData�O�A� has AXIOM category SetCategory only� It in fact
means that the domain has any AXIOM category given by any subset of the signatures in
SetCategory and in the with�part�

Our code has no examples of parent domains� If the code in the Implementation part wants
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to make use of other AXIOM domains� the exports of these domains have to be imported�
An easy way of doing this is via explicit imports as in lines �� � ���

Line �� contains the de
nition of the internal representation of the data as a macro� The
name �Rep� of the macro matters because it is used by other macros including �rep� and
�per� which form the bridge between internal representation and exported type� Here Rep
is a Record� There is no access to the internal structure of this Record outside the domain
environment� so� typically� controlled access is provided by exported operations� These are
the operations setOfObjects� setOfArrows� source and target in this example�

Typically� there are also operations for constructing instances of the domain� for example�
in this case� the operation makeGraphData see lines �� and �� � ���� The function �checkAn�
chorlist� in lines �� � �� is an example of an internal function which is not exported� Beside
these functions there has to be code which corresponds to the signatures in SetCategory� The
code for equality is in lines �� � ��� and the code for the operation which coerces to the output
form is listed in lines �� � ����

The new AXIOM categories in A��� which all extend SetCategory� give a good impression
of the nature of the AXIOM hierachy of categories� One should mention here the possibility
of �default de
nitions� for the signatures of the category� A default de
nition is code related
to a signature which AXIOM uses if there is no code in a given domain for the signuture� An
example is the default part for composable� in lines �� � �� and for comp in lines �� � �� of
A���

A The AXIOM �les

The following code is written in the new programming language �AXIOM�XL� the AXIOM
Extension Language�� which is part of the new release AXIOM ����

A�� Axiom category de�nitions� ccat�as

� �include �axiom�as�

	

�

� define DirectedGraphCategory� Category �� SetCategory with

� �

� object� � � �� Boolean�

� arrow� � � �� Boolean�

� source � � �� ��

� target � � �� ��

��

�� composable� � ����� �� Boolean�

�	

�� default composable��x���y����Boolean ��

�� �

�� �arrow� x� and �arrow� y� �� target�x� � source�y��

�� error �arrows required��

�� �

�� �

��
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	�

	� define ReflexiveDirectedGraphCategory� Category �� DirectedGraphCategory

with

		 �

	� identity� � � �� Boolean�

	� identity � � �� ��

	� �

	�

	�

	� define CatCategory� Category �� ReflexiveDirectedGraphCategory with

	� �

�� � � ����� �� ��

�� comp � List��� �� ��

�	

�� default comp�u�List������ ��

�� �

�� empty� u �� error �Argument must be a non�empty list���

�� empty� rest�u� �� first�u��

�� first�u� � comp�rest�u���

�� ��

�� �

��

��

�	 define GroupoidCategory� Category �� CatCategory with

�� �

�� inv � � �� ��

�� �

A�� Finite directed graph data� fdirgdata�as

� �include �axiom�as�

	

� FiniteDirectedGraphData�O�SetCategory� A�SetCategory�� Exports �� Imple

mentation where

� �

� KST ��� Record�key� A� src� O� tgt� O��

� KO ��� Record�key� A� ob� O��

� OF ��� OutputForm�

�

� Exports ��� SetCategory with

�� �

�� makeGraphData � �Set�O�� Set�A�� List�KST�� �� ��

�	

�� setOfObjects � � �� Set�O��

�� setOfArrows � � �� Set�A��

��

�� source � ���A� �� O�
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�� target � ���A� �� O�

�� �

��

	� Implementation ��� add

	� �

		 import from Set�O��

	� import from Set�A��

	� import from KST�

	� import from KO�

	� import from OF�

	� import from Character�

	� import from String�

	� import from Boolean�

��

�� Rep ��� Record�ob� Set�O�� arr� Set�A�� src� Table�A�O�� tgt� Table

�A�O���

�	

�� import from Rep�

��

�� ��x��� � �y����� Boolean ��

�� �rep�x��ob � rep�y��ob� and �rep�x��arr � rep�y��arr� and

�� �rep�x��src � rep�y��src� and �rep�x��tgt � rep�y��tgt��

��

�� checkAnchorList�s� Set�O�� a� Set�A�� anchorList� List�KST����� ��

�� �

�� for x in anchorList repeat

�	 �

�� not member��x�key� a� ��

�� error �Anchor list contains arrows not in the set of arrows��

�

�� not member��x�src� s� ��

�� error �Anchor list contains sources not in the set of objects

���

�� not member��x�tgt� s� ��

�� error �Anchor list contains targets not in the set of objects

���

�� �

�� anchorRest �� anchorList�

�� while �not empty� anchorRest� repeat

�	 �

�� firstKey �� �first anchorRest��key�

�� for b in rest�anchorRest� repeat

�� �

�� if firstKey � b�key then

�� error �Anchor list contains duplicate arrows���

�� ��

�� anchorRest �� rest�anchorRest��
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�� �

�� keyList � List�A� �� 
x�key for x in anchorList��

�	 for y in members�a� repeat

�� �

�� not member��y� keyList� ��

�� error �Anchor list does not contain all the arrows���

�� �

�� �

��

�� makeGraphData�s� Set�O�� a� Set�A�� anchorList� List�KST���� ��

�� �

�� checkAnchorList�s�a�anchorList��

�	 srcList �� 

x�key� x�src� for x in anchorList��List�KO��

�� tgtList �� 

x�key� x�tgt� for x in anchorList��List�KO��

�� srcTable �� table�srcList��Table�A�O��

�� tgtTable �� table�tgtList��Table�A�O��

�� per�
s� a� srcTable� tgtTable��Rep��

�� �

��

�� setOfObjects�x� ��� Set�O� �� rep�x��ob�

��

�� setOfArrows�x� ���Set�A� �� rep�x��arr�

�	

�� source�x� �� a� A�� O ��

�� �

�� not member��a�rep�x��arr� ��

�� error �Second argument is not a member of the set of arrows���

�� �rep�x��src��a�

�� �

��

�� target�x� �� a� A�� O ��

�� �

�	 not member��a�rep�x��arr� ��

�� error �Second argument is not a member of the set of arrows���

�� �rep�x��tgt��a�

�� �

��

�� coerceEntry�x� �� a� A�� OF ��

�� �

�� s � O �� �rep�x��src��a�

��� t � O �� �rep�x��tgt��a�

��� outputList � List�OF� ��

��	 
coerce�a��A� char�������OF� coerce�s��O� char�������OF� coerce

�t��O��

��� bracket�hconcat�outputList���

��� �

���
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��� coerce�x� ��� OF ��

��� �

��� keyList � List�A� �� members�rep�x��arr��Set�A��

��� itemList � List�OF� �� 
coerceEntry�x�a� for a in keyList��

��� itemList �� cons�coerce�rep�x��arr��Set�A��itemList��

��� itemList �� cons�coerce�rep�x��ob��Set�O��itemList��

��	 bracket�commaSeparate�itemList���

��� �

��� �

��� �

A�	 Finite directed graphs� fdirg�as

� �include �axiom�as��

	

� �library CCATLIB �ccat�ao��

� �library FDIRGDATALIB �fdirgdata�ao��

�

� import from CCATLIB�

� import from FDIRGDATALIB�

�

�

�� FiniteDirectedGraph�O� SetCategory� A� SetCategory� G� FiniteDirectedGr

aphData�O�A���Exports �� Implementation where

�� �

�	 OF ��� OutputForm�

�� FDG ��� FiniteDirectedGraphData�O�A��

��

�� Exports ��� DirectedGraphCategory with

�� �

�� makeObject � O �� ��

�� makeArrow � A �� ��

��

	� retractObject � � �� O�

	� retractArrow � � �� A�

		 �

	�

	� Implementation ��� add

	� �

	� import from Set�O��

	� import from Set�A��

	� import from FDG�

	� import from Boolean�

�� import from Character�

�� import from String�

�	

�� Rep ��� Union�object�O� arrow�A��
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��

�� import from Rep�

��

�� ��x��� � �y�����Boolean ��

�� �

�� �rep�x� case object� and �rep�y� case object� ��

�� �rep�x��object � rep�y��object��O�

�� �rep�x� case arrow� and �rep�y� case arrow� ��

�	 �rep�x��arrow � rep�y��arrow��A�

�� false�

�� �

��

�� object��x����Boolean ��

�� �rep�x� case object� and member��rep�x��object�setOfObjects�G���

��

�� arrow��x����Boolean ��

�� �rep�x� case arrow� and member��rep�x��arrow�setOfArrows�G���

��

�	 source�x����� ��

�� �

�� �rep�x� case object� or ��rep�x� case arrow� and

�� �not member��rep�x��arrow�setOfArrows�G���� ��

�� error �Argument is not in the set of arrows���

�� per�
source�G�rep�x��arrow��FDG��Rep��

�� �

��

�� target�x����� ��

�� �

�	 �rep�x� case object� or ��rep�x� case arrow� and

�� �not member��rep�x��arrow�setOfArrows�G���� ��

�� error �Argument is not in the set of arrows���

�� per�
target�G�rep�x��arrow��FDG��Rep��

�� �

��

�� makeObject�x�O��� ��

�� �

�� not member��x�setOfObjects�G�� ��

�� error �Argument is not in the set of objects���

�	 result � Rep �� 
x��

�� result�object �� x�

�� per�result��

�� �

��

�� makeArrow�x�A��� ��

�� �

�� not member��x�setOfArrows�G�� ��

�� error �Argument is not in the set of arrows���
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�� result � Rep �� 
x��

�	 result�arrow �� x�

�� per�result��

�� �

��

�� retractObject�x����O ��

�� �

�� rep�x� case arrow �� error �Argument is not an object���

�� rep�x��object�

�� �

��

�	 retractArrow�x����A ��

�� �

�� rep�x� case object �� error �Argument is not an arrow���

�� rep�x��arrow�

�� �

��

�� coerce�x����OF ��

�� �

��� rep�x� case object �� �rep�x��object���OF�

��� rep�x� case arrow ��

��	 �

��� a � A �� rep�x��arrow�

��� s � O �� source�G�rep�x��arrow��FDG�

��� t � O �� target�G�rep�x��arrow��FDG�

��� outputList � List�OF� ��

��� 
char��
����OF� coerce�a��A� char�������OF� coerce�s��O�

��� char�������OF� coerce�t��O� char�������OF��

��� hconcat�outputList��

��� �

��� never�

��	 �

��� �

��� �

���

A�
 Free categories� freec�as

� �include �axiom�as��

	

� �library CCATLIB �ccat�ao��

� import from CCATLIB�

�

�

� FreeCategory�G�DirectedGraphCategory�� Exports �� Implementation where

� �

� NNI ��� NonNegativeInteger�
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�� OF ��� OutputForm�

�� TERM ��� Record�gen�G�exp�NNI��

�	 GFAILED ��� Union�value��G� failed�  failed ��

�� NNIFAILED ��� Union�value��NNI� failed�  failed ��

��

�� Exports ��� Join�CatCategory�RetractableTo G� with

�� �

�� termList � � �� List�TERM��

�� �

��

	� Implementation ��� add

	� �

		 import from Boolean�

	� import from NNI�

	� import from Character�

	� import from String�

	� import from TERM�

	� import from GFAILED�

	� import from NNIFAILED�

	� import from OF�

��

�� Rep ��� Union�object�G� arrow�List�TERM���

�	 �� case G� only object of the graph

�� �� case List TERM� only reduced �words� either given

�� �� by a non�empty list of �arrows of G� �satisfying

�� �� arrow�� with positive exponents or by a list of

�� �� length � consisting of an �object of G� with

�� �� exponent � �in which case the identity arrow of

�� �� the category is represented��

��

�� import from Rep�

��

�	 ��x��� � �y�����Boolean ��

�� �

�� �rep�x� case object� and �rep�y� case object� �� rep�x��object �

rep�y��object�

�� �rep�x� case arrow� and �rep�y� case arrow� ��

�� �

�� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

�� yy �� rep�y��arrow�

�� not ��xx � �yy� �� false�

�� for xterm in xx for yterm in yy repeat

�� �

�	 not �xterm�gen � yterm�gen� �� return false�

�� not �xterm�exp � yterm�exp� �� return false�

�� �

�� true�
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�� �

�� false�

�� �

��

�� coerce�x�G��� ��

�� �

�	 object��x��G �� per�
x��Rep��

�� per�


x����TERM��List�TERM���Rep��

�� �

��

�� retractIfCan�x���� GFAILED ��

�� �

�� rep�x� case object �� 
rep�x��object��GFAILED�

�� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

�� empty��xx� �� never�

�� not empty� rest�xx� �� 
failed��GFAILED�

�	 term � TERM �� first�xx��

�� �zero� term�exp� and �object��term�gen��G� �� 
term�gen��GFAILED�

�� �one� term�exp� and �arrow��term�gen��G� �� 
term�gen��GFAILED�

�� never�

�� �

��

�� termList�x����List�TERM� ��

�� �

�� rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

�� rep�x��arrow�

�	 �

��

�� object��x����Boolean �� rep�x� case object�

��

�� arrow��x����Boolean �� rep�x� case arrow�

��

�� source�x����� ��

�� �

�� rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

�� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

�	 object��first�xx��gen��G �� per�
first�xx��gen��Rep��

�� per� 
source�first�xx��gen��G��Rep��

�� �

��

�� target�x����� ��

�� �

�� rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

�� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

��� object��first�xx��gen��G �� per�
first�xx��gen��Rep��

��� per�
target�last�xx��gen��G��Rep��

��	 �
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���

��� identity��x����Boolean ��

��� �

��� rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

��� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

��� object��first�xx��gen��G�

��� �

���

��� identity�x����� ��

��	 �

��� rep�x� case arrow �� error �object required��

��� xx �� rep�x��object�

��� not �object��xx��G� �� never�

��� termList � List�TERM� �� 

xx����TERM��

��� per�
termList��Rep��

��� �

���

�	� ��x��� � �y������ �� �� this is where we are reducing words

�	� �

�		 rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

�	� rep�y� case object �� error �arrow required��

�	� not composable��x�y� �� error �not composable��

�	� identity��x� �� y�

�	� identity��y� �� x�

�	� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

�	� yy �� rep�y��arrow�

�	� xxlast �� last�xx��

��� yyfirst �� first�yy��

��� xxlast�gen ��G yyfirst�gen ��

��	 �

��� xxx �� first�xx�subtractIfCan��xx����value���

��� newterm �� 
last�xx��gen�last�xx��exp ! first�yy��exp��TERM�

��� per�
append�xxx�cons�newterm�rest�yy�����Rep��

��� �

��� per�
concat�xx�yy���Rep��

��� �

���

��� coerceTerm�term�TERM��OF ��

��� �

��	 one� term�exp �� coerce�term�gen��G�

��� scripts�coerce�term�gen��G�

��� 
empty���OF�coerce�term�exp��NNI��List�OF���OF�

��� �

���

��� coerce�x����OF �� �� coerce to output form

��� �

��� rep�x� case object �� coerce�rep�x��object��G�
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��� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

��� identity��x� ��

��	 scripts�char�������OF�
coerce�first�xx��gen��G��List�OF���

��� bracket�hconcat�
coerceTerm�y� for y in xx��List�OF���OF��OF�

��� �

��� �

��� �

A�� Free groupoids� freegpd�as

� �include �axiom�as��

	

� �library CCATLIB �ccat�ao��

� import from CCATLIB�

�

�

� FreeGroupoid�G�DirectedGraphCategory�� Exports �� Implementation where

� �

� NNI ��� NonNegativeInteger�

�� INT ��� Integer�

�� OF ��� OutputForm�

�	 TERM ��� Record�gen�G�exp�INT��

�� GFAILED ��� Union�value��G� failed�  failed ��

�� NNIFAILED ��� Union�value��NNI� failed�  failed ��

��

�� Exports ��� Join�GroupoidCategory�RetractableTo G� with

�� �

�� termList � � �� List�TERM��

�� �

	�

	� Implementation ��� add

		 �

	� import from Boolean�

	� import from NNI�

	� import from INT�

	� import from Character�

	� import from String�

	� import from TERM�

	� import from GFAILED�

�� import from NNIFAILED�

�� import from OF�

�	

�� Rep ��� Union�object�G� arrow�List�TERM���

�� �� case G� only object of the graph

�� �� case List TERM� only reduced �words� either given

�� �� by a non�empty list of �arrows of G� �satisfying

�� �� arrow�� with non�zero exponents or by a list of
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�� �� length � consisting of an �object of G� with

�� �� exponent � �in which case the identity arrow of

�� �� the category is represented��

��

�	 import from Rep�

��

�� ��x��� � �y�����Boolean ��

�� �

�� �rep�x� case object� and �rep�y� case object� �� rep�x��object �

rep�y��object�

�� �rep�x� case arrow� and �rep�y� case arrow� ��

�� �

�� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

�� yy �� rep�y��arrow�

�� not ��xx � �yy� �� false�

�	 for xterm in xx for yterm in yy repeat

�� �

�� not �xterm�gen � yterm�gen� �� return false�

�� not �xterm�exp � yterm�exp� �� return false�

�� �

�� true�

�� �

�� false�

�� �

��

�	 coerce�x�G��� ��

�� �

�� object��x��G �� per�
x��Rep��

�� per�


x����TERM��List�TERM���Rep��

�� �

��

�� retractIfCan�x���� GFAILED ��

�� �

�� rep�x� case object �� 
rep�x��object��GFAILED�

�� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

�	 empty��xx� �� never�

�� not empty� rest�xx� �� 
failed��GFAILED�

�� term � TERM �� first�xx��

�� �zero� term�exp� and �object��term�gen��G� �� 
term�gen��GFAILED�

�� �one� term�exp� and �arrow��term�gen��G� �� 
term�gen��GFAILED�

�� never�

�� �

��

�� termList�x����List�TERM� ��

�� �

�	 rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

�� rep�x��arrow�
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�� �

��

�� object��x����Boolean �� rep�x� case object�

��

�� arrow��x����Boolean �� rep�x� case arrow�

��

�� source�x����� ��

�� �

�	 rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

�� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

�� object��first�xx��gen��G �� per�
first�xx��gen��Rep��

�� xxx �� first�xx��

�� positive� xxx�exp �� per�
source�xxx�gen��G��Rep��

�� per�
target�xxx�gen��G��Rep��

�� �

��

��� target�x����� ��

��� �

��	 rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

��� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

��� object��first�xx��gen��G �� per�
first�xx��gen��Rep��

��� xxx �� last�xx��

��� positive� xxx�exp ��per�
target�xxx�gen��G��Rep��

��� per�
source�xxx�gen��G��Rep��

��� �

���

��� identity��x����Boolean ��

��� �

��	 rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

��� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

��� object��first�xx��gen��G�

��� �

���

��� identity�x����� ��

��� �

��� rep�x� case arrow �� error �object required��

�	� xx �� rep�x��object�

�	� not �object��xx��G� �� never�

�		 termList � List�TERM� �� 

xx����TERM��

�	� per�
termList��Rep��

�	� �

�	�

�	� composeLists�xx�List�TERM�� yy�List�TERM���List�TERM� ��

�	� � �� xx and yy are not empty

�	� xxlast �� last�xx��

�	� yyfirst �� first�yy��

��� not �xxlast�gen ��G yyfirst�gen� �� concat�xx�yy��
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��� newExp �� xxlast�exp ! yyfirst�exp�

��	 zero� newExp ��

��� �

��� xxx �� first�xx� subtractIfCan��xx����value���

��� yyy �� rest�yy��

��� empty� xxx �� yyy�

��� empty� yyy �� xxx�

��� composeLists�xxx�yyy��

��� �

��� xxx �� first�xx� subtractIfCan��xx����value���

��� newterm �� 
last�xx��gen�last�xx��exp ! first�yy��exp��TERM�

��	 append�xxx� cons�newterm�rest�yy����

��� �

���

��� ��x��� � �y������ �� �� this is where we are reducing words

��� �

��� rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

��� rep�y� case object �� error �arrow required��

��� not composable��x�y� �� error �not composable��

��� identity��x� �� y�

��� identity��y� �� x�

��	 xx �� rep�x��arrow�

��� yy �� rep�y��arrow�

��� newList �� composeLists�xx�yy��

��� empty� newList �� identity�source�x���

��� per�
newList��Rep��

��� �

���

��� inv�x����� ��

��� �

��� rep�x� case object �� error �arrow required��

��	 xx �� rep�x��arrow�

��� result �� empty���List�TERM��

��� for term in xx repeat

��� �

��� result �� cons�
term�gen� � �term�exp���TERM� result��

��� �

��� per�
result��Rep��

��� �

���

��� coerceTerm�term�TERM��OF ��

��	 �

��� one� term�exp �� coerce�term�gen��G�

��� scripts�coerce�term�gen��G�

��� 
empty���OF�coerce�term�exp��INT��List�OF���OF�

��� �

���
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��� coerce�x����OF �� �� coerce to output form

��� �

��� rep�x� case object �� coerce�rep�x��object��G�

��� xx �� rep�x��arrow�

��	 identity��x� ��

��� scripts�char�������OF�
coerce�first�xx��gen��G��List�OF���

��� bracket�hconcat�
coerceTerm�y� for y in xx��List�OF���OF��OF�

��� �

��� �

��� �
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